WTF is the

Unofficial Correspondents’ Dinner??
Forget the Nerd Prom the night before, The Unofficial Correspondent’s Dinner is
a first-of-its-kind Political Roast show that will feature a constituency of DC’s best
comedians, in character, for a bipartisan bashing of epic proportions.
What would an uncensored Barack Obama say to The Donald? What will Sarah
Huckabee Sanders say when the gloves are off? Will Robert Mueller bring the house
down? What does Melania have up her sleeve for Bernie and Hillary?
Oh, and this Trump will be both attending and headlining the show with his own jabs
and crosses for all of the low I.Q. individuals. When the dust settles and laughing
ends, money will have been raised for Hilarity for Charity, a non-profit for Alzheimer’s
care, research, and support.
This epic show night after the actual White House Correspondents’ dinner,
Sunday, April 28th, at 7:30 PM at the DC Comedy Loft at the Bier Baron Tavern.
Doors will open at 7:00 PM for first come, first serve seating.

Contacting the Constituents

Haywood Turnipseed Jr. will
reveal his much-anticipated
Barrack Obama character, Barack
Lebowski. Haywood has over a
decade of experience in making
people laugh all over the country
and internationally. He has
performed at the Kennedy Center,
The DC Improv, and just about
every single stage in the District.
Originally from the Holy Land of
Indiana, Haywood now resides
in DC with his family and is a
U.S. Air Force Veteran.

Brock Snyder, a local legend in
DC comedy for his off-the-wall
high-energy performances will
embody the one and only, Donald
J. Trump. You may never see The
Don the same way again after
seeing Brock’s unique take on the
Commander in Chief (and possible
Russian Asset). A Northern Virginia
native, Brock has left his indelible
mark on countless area audiences.

Tim Kardashian will host the event
as a ruthless Wolf Blitzer. Tim is
a beloved producer and standup
comedian from the Maryland
suburbs known for creating laughs
for charitable causes. His hilarious
take on CNN’s lead political anchor
holding no punches will draw upon
his real-life experience DJing
Donald Trump Jr.’s 21st birthday
party in Atlantic City.

bsnyder8@gmail.com

unofficialroast@gmail.com

woodyseed@gmail.com

Also appearing:
Kanye West
Reid Clark
Kim Jong Un
Lisan Wood
Bernie Sanders
Chris Lawrence
Hilary Clinton
Rose Vineshank
Elena Torres is a telenovela
actress turned stand up comedian
turning Melania Trump. No, that
is not a joke. After growing up in
Mexico and graduating from the
USC, Elena got cast on a Univision
soap opera in Mexico City and
continued to work for the channel
for five years. After several hit
telenovelas under her belt, she’s
now a staple on the DC comedy
scene that will offer a can’t-miss
performance of the First Lady.

Kevin Mclain, who is both a
US Census employee and selfdescribed Gay Asian Narcissist
will portray the enigmatic Robert
Mueller. Growing up gay in
Southern Virginia, Kevin became
adept at using his humor to diffuse
any situation. A former-Republicanturned-practically-Communist
potty-mouth, he has won crowds
over with his hilarious allusions
and references to gender, race,
sexuality, class, and politics.

estorres01@gmail.com

kevinemclain@gmail.com

Sarah Huckabee Sanders
Jenny Questell


The Venue

Home to DC’s Home For
Big Talent in a Small Room
The Bier Baron Tavern and Comedy Loft
No matter who is on our stage (from Christopher Titus to Faizon Love to Theo Von
and everyone in between), we proudly bring the DMV the finest in nationally touring
comedy. We are locally and independently owned and operated with no corporate
ties, so we are able to bring you big time talent in a small intimate atmosphere.
1523 22nd St. NW
Washington, District of Columbia
dccomedyloft.com
Call (202) 293-1887

